CREATIVE ECONOMIC CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
Bradford Literature Festival’s Creative Economic Conference (CEC), will focus on the crucial importance of the creative industries to the UK economy,
placing the cultural sector at the heart of ‘levelling up’ in the North through economic and social regeneration.
National and northern economic and creative sector specialists will come together in the city on 24 June at the University of Bradford to share
knowledge and best practice through expert opinion, debate, discussion with business leaders, creative organisations, practitioners and those setting
off on their journey in the economic or creative sectors.
The day will feature panel discussions on topics including Levelling Up in the North, The Future of TV, Digital Currency, Art and Activism, Universal
Basic Income, Digital Poverty and more.
The festival’s Creative Economic Conference combines two essential themes that aren’t commonly discussed together: culture and economics and will
see experts from across the sectors tackle the most urgent and impactful challenges facing the creative industries today.

To book your tickets, visit the Creative Economic Conference Eventbrite page

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES
Inclusive Growth in the Creative Industries
Sir Peter Bazalgette (Co-Chair, the Creative Industries Council)
Great Hall, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
10:30 (60mins)
Join Television Executive and co-chair of the Creative Industries Council
Peter Bazalgette, as he shares the philosophy behind ‘A Sector Vision’, his
report (due to be released this summer) to deliver on the latest government
industrial strategy, Build Back Better - A Plan for Growth.
What will it mean for the Creative Sector and how will it impact the North?

This event starts with introductory remarks by Mayor of West
Yorkshire, Tracy Brabin.

BLF Cultural Sector Lecture
Andy Haldane (CEO, Royal Society of Arts)
Great Hall, University of Bradford
18:00 (60mins)		
Join Andy Haldane, CEO of the Royal Society of Arts, as he delivers the
inaugural Bradford Literature Festival Culture Sector Lecture.
A special keynote focusing on the themes that have been central to
the work of the RSA for over 200 years, the lecture will address the role
arts and culture play in social regeneration, the future of work and the
importance of lifelong learning.
Fresh from heading up the government’s levelling-up task force come
and hear Yorkshire-born Haldane, who has described the levelling up
agenda as “one of the signature challenges of our time” and addressing
regional disparities as a “personal passion” talk about why levelling up
and greater participatory democracy is essential to future growth and
inclusion across society.

Art and Activism

Chair: Caroline Norbury (CEO Creative England/Creative UK Council),

Chair: Anthony Anaxagorou (Poet), Alan Lane (Artistic Director

Andy Haldane (CEO, Royal Society of Arts), Tracy Brabin (Mayor of

of Slung Low) Nikesh Shukla (Author & Screenwriter), Mona

West Yorkshire) and Nicky Chance-Thompson (CEO, The Piece Hall)

Eltahawy (Writer, journalist and social commentator)

12:00 (60mins)

Small Hall, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
12:00 (60mins)

The Covid-19 pandemic was a national moment of crisis, but the
impacts have not been shared equally across the nation. The North

The relationship between the arts and activism is not a new one.

experienced longer lockdowns, children missed more schooling

William Morris’s Kelmscott Press, a leading light in the Arts and

and there have been greater impacts on mental health and even

Crafts movement, was a direct response to industrialisation and

mortality.

the factory system. Dickens’ novels are not only beloved works of
classic literature, but stark social commentaries that he coupled

Join our panellists as they share their vision for a culture-led Northern

with fundraising and organising. Picasso’s 1937 painting Guernica

recovery, highlight the opportunities and challenges present in the

is one of the most famous pieces of anti-war art ever produced. In

region, and explore how new approaches and instruments in national

Britain today, it feels the relationship between art and activism is

and regional policymaking can make this vision a reality.

closer than ever. Across the country, artists and creatives are using
the arts and culture to tackle the big issues of our time.
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Levelling up in the North

Join the panel as they share how their work channels creativity
to challenge, resist, and campaign on a range of urgent

The Future of TV
Chair: Aaqil Ahmed, Caroline Cooper Charles (Chief Executive
Screen Yorkshire), Narinder Minhas (Managing Director Cardiff
Productions), Cat Lewis (Managing Director, Nine Lives Media) and
Chris Curtis (Editor, Broadcast Magazine)
Norcroft Auditorium, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
12:00 (60mins)
The British broadcasting industry is rarely out of the news with the
threat of privatisation of Channel 4, debates around the future of
the licence fee, through to questions about who runs the regulator
OFCOM. This is a timely look at the challenges and opportunities for
TV and broadcasting as it navigates this turbulent period. Looking
at everything from the terms of trade, platform and technological
change, the future of Public Service Broadcasting, Subscription
Video-on-Demand, regulation, globalisation, regional spend, diversity
and privatisation.

Unconscious Bias
Smita Tharoor (Tharoor Associates)
Norcroft Lounge, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
12:00 (60mins)
We may not be aware of it but unconscious bias affects us all,
perhaps most notably in our careers and the ways we interact
with those we don’t know by inadvertently judging accents, skin
colour, gender or even appearance.
Smita Tharoor, Founder of Tharoor Associates and podcaster from
the popular podcast, Between Us: Stories of Unconscious Bias,
joins us to unpack the ways in which this all-too-common issue
impacts our everyday lives before equipping us with the skills to
combat it. By sharing personal and corporate examples, Tharoor
will offer practical advice on how organisations and individuals
can strive to eliminate this damaging practice once and for all.

@bradfordlitfest

contemporary issues.

Race for the North

Henri Murrison (Director, The Northern Powerhouse Partnership),

Emma Layfield (Co-Chair of Hachette’s All Together Network),

Ismail Amla (Chief Growth Officer at Capita Plc)
Great Hall, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
14:00 (60mins)
If infrastructure investment were delivered to its fullest extent, what
would the potential positive impacts be across the region? What
would be the benefits for business and individuals? The panel will
focus on Bradford and West Yorkshire as a key case study for how
investment in transport infrastructure could revitalise all areas of the
local economy and support local regeneration.

Caroline Norbury (CEO Creative England/Creative UK Council),
Jamie Andrew (Head of Culture and Learning, British Library),
Small Hall, University of Bradford
14:00 (45mins)
In recent years, the North, always rich in literary heritage, has
seen a spectacular new flourishing of home-grown literary and
publishing talent, with some of the most exciting, diverse (and
award-winning) new literature, poetry and theatre in the country
coming from Northern artists and publishers. Now, with some of
our national cultural institutions and major publishers also looking
to open Northern hubs, could we finally be seeing the dawn of a
less London-centric literary ecosystem?
Join our panel as they unpack the successes of the Northern
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All Change! Are the Railways Key to Regional
Regeneration?

literary ‘renaissance’ to date and share why more major institutions
experts, Caroline Norbury, Jamie Andrew and Emma Layfield, will
share their vision for the North as a national literary hub.

How to Get Started in TV

Access is Not an Afterthought

Edi Smockum (Managing Director of thinkBIGGER!), Jacqui Griffin

Ali Wilson (Director, Every Brain)

(Screen Advisor for content creators, The Unit), Beena Khetani

Norcroft Lounge, University of Bradford

(Talent Executive, BBC Studios)

14:00 (60mins)

Norcroft Auditorium, Richmond Building, University of Bradford
14:00 (60mins)

Neurodivergent people are thinkers, makers, designers,
performers, writers, magicians, solution finders, technical wizards

With the BBC and Channel 4 investments in the North of England

and much more. The creative industries need neurodivergent

there has never been a better time to kick start a career in TV across

people, but often exclude them. This workshop led by Ali Wilson,

the whole of the North. But how do you get your foot in the door and

Director of Every Brain, explores the wonders of neurodiversity

once it’s there how do you ensure you make the most of it and have

and the value of designing projects with access at the heart.

a career that’s sustainable and successful?
Broadcasters and recruitment specialists deliver helpful tips on how
to get started and pointers to schemes, bursaries and initiatives
aimed at creating the next generation of media talent.
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are looking to the North as the ideal ‘regional’ presence. Industry

Closing the Gender Gap - Is it Even Possible?

Natasha De Terán (Advisory Member, International Strategy for

Chair: Nicky Chance-Thompson (CEO, The Piece Hall), Kersten

Cybersecurity, and the Global Financial System), Shiv Chowla (Senior

England (Chief Executive, Bradford Council), Tracy Brabin (Mayor

Manager for Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), Bank of England),

of West Yorkshire), Mona Eltahawy (Writer, journalist and social

Ismail Amla (Chief Growth Officer at Capita plc), Andy Haldane

commentator)

(CEO, Royal Society of Arts)

Small Hall, University of Bradford

Great Hall, Richmond Building, University of Bradford

15:30 (60 mins)

15:30 (60mins)
Studies have shown that women bore the brunt of childcare
China is already testing digital yuan in some cities. In Ecuador,

responsibilities, household chores and home-schooling during

Bitcoin was introduced as legal tender alongside the US dollar,

lockdown, irrespective of whether they were working or not

sparking protests and fears of instability. The House of Lords

– with the closure of schools and childcare providers having

Economic Affairs Committee released a report in January 2022 which

compounded existing inequalities in how such duties were dished

suggested that digital currency could be a ‘solution in search of a

out among some couples.

problem’, questioning whether there is a convincing enough case for
introducing it in the UK.

For those working, there were further inequalities, with recently
published data showing that the gender pay gap among full-time

This panel will discuss the implications of digital currency and what it

employees increased from 7% in 2020 to 7.9% in 2021.

might be done to close the gender gap.

Black to Front

The Current Cultural Funding Landscape

Chair: Keme Nzerem (Journalist and presenter) Hosted Channel 4

David Johnson (Director of Strategy and Programmes, Cause4)

News on Black to Front Day, Emma Hardy (Director of Commissioning

Norcroft Lounge, University of Bradford

and Content operations and steering group for Black to Front,

15:30 (60mins)

Channel 4), Katya Des-Etages (Research Executive, strategy and
Consumer Insight Channel 4), Narinder Minhas (CEO Cardiff

This workshop will begin with an overview of the current funding

Productions), Emma Hardy (Director of Commissioning, Channel 4),

landscape and a look at how things have shifted since Covid, any

Naomi Sesay (Head of Creative Diversity, Channel 4)

trends emerging and the impact from a cultural perspective.

Norcroft Auditorium, University of Bradford

The second part of the workshop will include a discussion and an

15:30 (60mins)

opportunity to ask questions.

Last year Channel 4 had an idea, a day of programmes fronted by
Black people and made by them as well. From new commissions
to special editions of the Big Breakfast to Channel 4 News Black to
Front was hailed by many as a ground-breaking success in delivering
diversity on and off screen. Why did Channel 4 feel the need to do
this, why was it a success, what has been its legacy for on and off
screen talent and, importantly, what comes next?

@bradfordlitfest

This panel discusses some of the issues facing women and what
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Digital Currency: What Will it Mean for the North?

Prof Heikki Hiilamo (Professor of Social Policy at the University of
Helsinki), Professor Kate Pickett (Co author of The Spirit Level), Naz

Digital Poverty: Is There a Creative Sector
Solution?
Fiona Morris (CEO Of The Space), Caroline Norbury (CEO

Shah (MP for Bradford West)

Creative England/Creative UK Council)

Great Hall, Richmond Building, University of Bradford

Small Hall, University of Bradford

16:30 (60mins)

16:30 (60mins)

Universal Basic Income (UBI) offers a solution to many of society’s

For the Creative Sector, the pandemic laid bare the vast range

ills, from ending poverty, fighting against unhappiness, reducing

of digital capability between organisations, digital skills gaps

crime, decreasing inequality, and increasing productivity. Trials have

for individuals and the barrier that digital delivery can present

been conducted since the 1970s, usually finding increased levels

to some audiences, even whilst it opens access to others. And

of wellbeing, a decrease in poverty and improved or unaffected

for regions like Yorkshire, with high levels of digital poverty,

productivity levels. As the government’s ‘Levelling Up’ agenda still

but a contrastingly strong digital and creative economy, how

searches for solutions to regional inequality, could UBI be a solution?

we address the issue is an increasingly urgent question with
ramifications across society and the economy.

Join Kate Pickett and Heikki Hiilamo as they look at how UBI has
been trialled across the world, including recently in Finland, and the

Join our panel for a pragmatic perspective on what we can do as

impact it might have on ending the North-South divide.

a sector to address the issues of digital inequality in our region,
economy if we don’t.

James Stirling (Head of BBC Centenary), Robert Seatter (Head of

Evaluation: Powerful Self-Reflection on Your
Organisation’s Goals and Outputs

BBC History)

Marc Dunford

Norcroft Auditorium, University of Bradford

Norcroft Lounge, University of Bradford

16:30 (60mins)

16:30 (60mins)

As Auntie celebrates reaching 100 years, its once imperious position

Why is evaluation important, and how should you approach it

is being challenged on many fronts. Part celebration and part

to achieve the return on your investment? The Impact & Insight

looking forward, the BBC @ 100 is a moment to reflect on the impact

Toolkit is a Quality Evaluation Framework which provides an

of one of the country’s greatest institutions.

objective approach for measurement of creative intention and

BBC @ 100

public and peer feedback.
James Stirling and Robert Seatter take us through some of the
BBC’s key moments in history and set the scene for the BBC going

This presentation and Q&A would be most suited to Arts Council

forward.

funded organisations but will also provide valuable insight to
other cultural organisations interested in learning about how they
can use evaluation in their practice.
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and a frank assessment of what’s at stake for our society and
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Universal Basic Income

